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Whether exploring the thorny issues of wivesâ€™ sexual duties, divorce, homosexuality, or sex

outside marriage, discussions of sexual ethics and Islam often spark heated conflict rather than

reasoned argument. In this ground-breaking, lucid, and carefully constructed work, feminist Muslim

scholar Dr Kecia Ali asks how one can determine what makes sex lawful and ethical in the sight of

God.Drawing on both revealed and interpretative Muslim texts, Ali critiques medieval and

contemporary commentators alike to produce a balanced and comprehensive study of a subject

both sensitive and urgent, making this an invaluable resource for students, scholars, and interested

readers.
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Kecia Ali provides an amazingly clear and lucid writing on this very difficult and complex topic.She

has a knack for being able to connect the past with the present as it relates to medieval muslim

thinking about gender, sex, marriage, divorce, slavery, intimacy and a whole basket of related topics

with the ethics related to them.Ms. Ali's other detailed and wonderfully intricate book titled Marriage

and Slavery in Early Islam coupled with this book is a perfect introduction to Muslims and

non-Muslims alike who want to understand the "structure" and "objectives" of these institutions as

they took form and evolved in the minds of the pre-modern/medieval Muslim scholars.Her

discussion on this topic is timely and the relevance to today's Muslim scholars, thinkers and policy

makers is absolute and is elaborated in a very clear and comprehensive fashion.



this is a very welcoming introduction to not only feminism but also sexual ethics in islam. the author

is very polite unlike other feminists such as mary daly or Judith plaskow. note that she invites us to

think about these issues in the introduction. this book is offers many reasonable arguments and

provides us the tools and information required to tackle sexual ethics. great for feminists, islamists,

and women

This is an important contribution to an unknown field in the English speaking world. Most westerners

have a negative restrictive view of not only Islam but especially perceive it as sexist and putting its

female adherents in a very limiting position (and the pun is somewhat intended).This book will open

up for those who wish to understand an approach very different from western norms. It was not a

position which this reviewer necessarily was comfortable with but one which explains, and yes this

book even critiques, that world which has been closed to us. Our previous exposure was to the

1001 Arabian Nights which like the Kama Sutra is outside the day to day lives of its followers while

perhaps titalating for western readers.This is a major contribution to the dialogue which must

emerge between our society and Islam.

This book is amazing! It's hard to say too much about it. The authors clarity and style are so great,

she trusts the reader and brings out the moral/legal ambiguities and she lays things out so the

reader can draw their own conclusion. Reading this book is like looking at life through a new lens,

so much food for thought I marked it up and forced all of my friends tor read it. Those that don't are

subjected to a summary of the main arguments anyways. I can't say enough about it!
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